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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the second-order nonlinear damped differential equation 
[~(+i+o))+)l’ + P(W7 4% +w(t) 
+f (t, +01(t)], * * ’ , +om(t)l> +ll@)l,. . . , +lm(ql) = 0, (1) 
where m E N and t 2 to. 
Without further mention, we will assume throughout that every solution z(t) of equation (1) 
that is under consideration here is continuable to the right and is nontrivial, i.e., z(t) is defined 
on some ray [T,, oo) and satisfies the condition ~up~~~{]~(t)]} > 0 for every T 2 T,. Such a 
solution of equation (1) is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros and nonoscillatory if 
it is eventually positive or eventually negative. 
The oscillation problem for equation (1) and its various particular cases has been studied ex- 
tensively in recent years, e.g., see [l-13] and the references therein. In the present paper, by using 
a generalized Riccati transformation and an integral averaging technique, we shall establish new 
oscillation criteria for all solutions of equation (1). In fact, by choosing appropriate functions H 
and a, we shall present several easily verifiable oscillation criteria. To dwell upon the importance 
of our results, an interesting example is also included. The results of this paper improve, extend, 
and complement a number of existing results. 
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In what follows with respect to equation (l), we shall assume that the following conditions axe 
satisfied. 
(Al) The functions r E C(I,R+), $J E C(R, R+), 0 < cl I $(z) < c2 for z E R, where 
I= [t,,,oo), R= (- 00, co), R+ = (0, co), cl and c:! are constants. 
(A2) The function k E C(I x R2, &) satisfies 
W,x,y) I IYY, -oo < x, y < 00, t 2 to and some constant (1: 2 0, 
where & = [0, oo). 
(A3) The function p E C(I, &) satisfies 
ifa!>O, 
ifa=O. 
(A4) The functions 7li E C(I, R) and limt,, ~oi(t) = 00, 1 = 0, 1, i = 1,2,. . . , m. 
(A5) The function f E C(I x R 2m R satisfies the following one-side estimate: , ) 
f (6 201 , *. . ,~Orn,~l17~~ *, am) sign x01 1 q(t) fJailxoil, 
i=l 
for 20ix01 > 0, i= 1,2 ,...) m, 
where pi (i = 1,2,... , m) are nonnegative constants and CL”=, (pi > 0, q E C(I, &), and 
q(t) is not identically zero on any ray [t*, oo). 
The following lemma will be needed in the proofs of our results. It can be proved similar to 
the lemma in [5]. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that (Al)-(A5) hold. If x(t) is a nonosciktory solution of equation (l), we 
have 
x(t)x’(t) > 0, for all large t. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we give our main results. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (Al)-(A5) hold, and 
(A6) there exists a nonempty subset J c {1,2, . . . , m} and aj(t) E C(I, R) (j E J) such that 
cxj > 0, crj(t) 5 min{t,70j(t)}, lim+,,aj(t) = 00, uj(t) is differentiable and a:(t) > 0, 
t 2 to, j E J. Let DO = {(t,s) : t > s 2 to} and D = {(t, s) : t 2 s 2 to}. Fbrther, 
let functions H E C(D, R), h E C(D0, R) and a E @(I, R+) satisfy the following three 
conditions: 
(i) H(t, t) = 0 for t 2 to, H(t, s) > 0 on Do; 
(ii) H has a continuous and nonpositive partial derivative on Do with respect to the 
second variable; 
(iii) 
-z(t, s) - H(t, s)z = h(t, s),/m, for all (t,s) E DO. 
If 
1 t 
lim sup - 
J{ 
14s) 2 
t+ao H(t,to) t,, 
H(t, s)a(s)q(s) - ipoh (6 3) ds = 00, (2) 
where ,@I = (l/4 CjEJ q($(t>lT(~At)>), th en every solution of equation (1) is oscil- 
latory. 
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PROOF. Let s(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1). Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that z(t) > 0 on [tr, co) for some sufficiently large tr 2 to since the similar argument holds 
also for the case when z(t) is eventually negative. As limt,, rci(t) = co and limteoo gj(t) = co, 
there exists tz 2 tl such that m(t) 2 tl, oj(t) 1 tl, for t 2 tz, i = 1,2,. . . ,m,j E J. Hence, 
x(70i(t)) > 0, x(aj(t)) > 0, for t 2 t2, i = 1,2,. . , m, j E J. By Lemma 1, there exists t3 2 ts 
such that 
From (l), we obtain 
[~(t>$(x(t))x’(t)l’ I 0 
x’(t) > 0, for t 2 t3. 
and ?- h(t)) * (x (“j(9)) 2’ (aj(t)) 2 ~wcw~‘@)~ 
for t 2 t3, j E J..Define 
w(t) = @) wfw))~‘(t) 
C ajx bjCt)l ’ jEJ 
Then differentiating (3) and making use of (l), it follows that 
v,(t) = -a(t)p(t)k(t,z(t), Z’(t)b’(t) + f (~74~01(~)17~ ” ,+om(t)l, 4m(t)lr. ” ? 4%4w 
C ajz [“j PII 
jEJ 
m 
c w+oi WI 
< -a(t)q(t) i=l - c cy ,z[a,(t)l + %a - $+ct) 3 3 jEJ 
5 --a(t)q(t) + $+) - $@), 
(3) 
(4 
that is, 
a’(t) a(t)q(t) < -v’(t) + - 
49 
w(t) - @w2(t) 
a(t) ’ 
for all t 2 t3. Thus, for all t > T 2 ts, 
J 
t H(t, sb(s)q(s) ds 
T t t I- J H(t, s)w’(s) ds + s H(t, s)$fv(s)ds - J’ H(t, s)$+‘(s) ds 
= -&, s)w(s),; - lt (-+(t, s) - H(t, s$$ fw(s) ds - it H(t, s$$v2(s) ds 
= ~(t, T)w(T’) - J: h(t, s)dm+) ds - J: W4 4$+2(s) ds 
t 4s) 2 = H(t,T)w(T) + ;T --& t, s) ds s 
-i { ($qt,s))1’2Z)(S)+ f ($)-1’2h(t,s)}2 ds. 
Hence, for all t > T 2 t3, 
I 
ds 
($+(t,s))1’2v(s)+;(~)-1’2h(t;s)}2ds (5) 
I H(t, T)@‘) 5 H(t, to)@‘). 
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We use the above inequality for T = t3 to obtain 
It [x(t; s)u(s)q(s) - $$h2(t, s)] ds = It3 [x(t, s)a(s)q(s) - $$h2(t, s)] ds 
to to 
t 
+ 
J[ t3 
H(t, s)a(s)q(s) - $jh2(t, s) 1 ds 
I H (4 to) J t3 a(s)q(s) ds + H (t, to) v (t3). to 
1 
t lim sup - St t-am H(t,to) to H(t, s)a(sjq(s) - $$t2(t, s)} ds 5 J” a(s)q(s) ds + v(tg) < 00, to 
which contradicts (2). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Note that if k(t, z, y) s 1 ( or some positive constant c < 1) for (t, 2, y) E I x R2, we can choose 
(Y = 0 in Conditions (A2) and (A3). Hence, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that k(t, z, y) E 1 for (t, xc, y) E I x R2, Conditions (Al), (A3) with 
Q = 0 and (A4)-(A6) hold. Let functions H E C(D, R), h E C(Dc, R) and a E C1(I, R+) satisfy 
Conditions (i)-(iii) in Theorem 1. If 
1 
lim sup - 
t-co H(t,to) 
ds=oo, (6) 
where p(s) is as in Theorem 1, then every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a solution z(t) of equation (1) 
such that z(t) > 0 on [tl, oo) for some sufficiently large tl 2 to. Define v(t) as in (3). Following 
the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain (4). Then, it follows that 
v’(t) = -u(t) 
for all t 2 t3. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, and hence, omitted. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that (Al)-(A6) hold. Let functions H, h, and a satisfy Conditions (i)-(iii) 
in Theorem 1. Moreover, suppose that 
(7) 
and 
1 
lim sup - J t 4s) 2 -h (t, s) ds < M. t-m H&to) to P(S) (8) 
If there exists a function A E C(I, R) such that 
J O” P(s)A2+(s) ds =o. to 4s) (9) 
and for every T 2 to, 
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H(t,s)a(s)q(s) - $jh’(t, s)] ds 1 A(T), (10) 
where p(s) is as in Theorem 1, A+(s) = max{A(s),O}, th en 
oscillatory. 
every solution of equation (1) is 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a solution x(t) of equation (1) 
such that z(t) > 0 on [tl , co) for some sufficiently large tl > to. Define w(t) as in (3). Following 
the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain (5). Then, it follows that 
(“) 
for t > T 2 t3, and therefore, 
1 t 
lim sup - 
I[ t-m H(t,T) T 
H(t, s)a(s)q(s) - #h2(t, s) 1 ds 
5 v(T) - liminf t-co &J: { ($$V,s))1’24S)S; ($)-1’2W,4}2 ds, 
for all T 2 t3. Thus, by (lo), we have 
A(T) I w(T) - liminf t--*oo &L{ ($$J(t,s))1’24S)+; (f$)-1’2W,4}2 ds, 
for all T > t3. This implies that 
A(T) I 4% for all T 2 t3 
and 
(12) 
lim inf t~oo &i(f( (~~(t,s))1’2~(s)+~(~)-1’2h(i.s)}2ds~w(t3)-A(t3)im. 
Let 
1 
a(t) = - J t W7t3) tg ds)H(t, ‘) v2(s) & t 4s) and /3(t) = -A- J w4t31 tg W, s)d%&(s) ds, 
for t > t3. Then 
l$nd[cu(t) + P(t)] 
5 lim inf Tim &lSt{ (~H(t,s))1’2~(s)+;(~)-1’2h(t,s)}2ds<m. (13) 
Now, we claim that 
J O” !+h2b) & < o. ts 4s) (14 
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Suppose to the contrary that 
s 
O” PW2(4 (Js = oo. 
t3 4s) 
By (7), there is a positive constant n satisfying 
On the other hand, by (15) f or any positive number p there exists, a t4 > t3 such that 
s 
t P(4~2(4 ds > e for all t 1 t4, 
t3 4s) - rl’ 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
From (16)) we have 
lirn inf H(t’ t4) ->>>o, t-+cQ qt, to) 
so there exists t5 2 t4 such that H(t, td)/H(t, to) 2 n for all t 1 t5. Therefore, by (17), a(t) > /-I 
for ah t 2 t5, and since /.J is arbitrary constant, we conclude that 
Next, consider a sequence {tn}rcl in [to, co) with limn+oo t, = co and such that 
In view of (13), there exists a constant M such that 
a(tn) + P(k) 5 M, forn=1,2,3 ,.... 
It follows from (18) that 
J.irnm a(&) = 00. 
This and (19) give 
29-i/3(L) = -00. 
Then, by (19) and (20), 
l + P(L) < M < 1 -- 
(Y(L) - +J 2’ 
for n large enough. 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
Thus, 
for all n large enough. 
Oscillation Criteria 
This and (21) imply that 
P2(Q - co. 
k% a(&) 
On the other hand, by the Schwarz inequality, we have 
and therefore, 
P2 (tn) 5 1 J tn 4s) 2 
o! (tn) 
-h (tn,s) ds 
H (hz,t3) tg 4s) 
for all large n. It follows from (22) that 
1 J tn 4s) 2 ~%a H (&to) to P(S) -h (tn, s) ds = 00, 
1259 
(22) 
(23) 
that is, 
1 
lim sup - J t 4s) 2 -h (t,s) ds = 03, t+co H (&to) t#J P(S) 
which contradicts (8). Hence, (14) holds. Then, it follows from (12) that At(T) < w2(T) for all 
T 2 t3, and 
J O" ds)A:(s) ds <J O" ,$s)w2(s) ds <o. 4s) - t3 4s) 1 ts 
which contradicts (9). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that (Al)-(A6) hold. Let functions H, h, and a satisfy Conditions (i)-(iii) 
in Theorem 1. Moreover, suppose that (7) holds and 
1 t 
lim inf - J t-+m H@,to) to H(t, s)a(s)q(s) ds < M. 
If there exists a function A E C(I, R) such that (9) holds and for every T 2 to, 
1 t 
lim inf ____ I[ t+oo H(t,T) T H(t, s)a(s)q(s) - $$h2(t, s) I ds > A(T), 
(24) 
(25) 
where p(s) is as in Theorem 1, A+(s) = max{A(s),O}, th en every solution of equation (1) is 
oscillatory. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a solution s(t) of equation (1) 
such that z(t) > 0 on [tl, co) for some sufficiently large tl 2 to. Define w(t) as in (3). Following 
the proof of Theorem 3, we obtain (11). Then, it follows that 
1 t 
lim inf ~ s[ t-+oo H(t,T) T H(t,s)a(s)q(s) - -$$‘(t, s) ds 1 
< v(T) - lim sup t--t05 -q&l{ ($W,4)1’2+)+; ($$)-‘12W4) ds, 
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for all T 2 t3. Thus, by (25), we have 
A(T) 5 Q’), for all T > t3, 
and 
lim sup - tag ~(~,~3~~~{(~~(~~~,)"'~(~,+~(~)-"'h(i.s))ldsfY(tl)-A(t3)<ar. 
This implies that 
lim sup[a(t) + /3(t)] 
t--too H(;,t3)~~{ (~H~~~)1/2w(s)+~(~)-“‘h(~,s)}2 ds<oo, (26) 5 lim sup - 
where a(t) and P(t) are defined as in the proof of Theorem 3. It follows from (24) and (25) that 
1 
liminf ~ 
s 
t 4s) 2 -h (t,s) ds < co. 
t--rcc H(t,to) to 4s) 
Then there exists a sequence {tn}Fzl in [to, oo) with lim,,, t, = 00 and such that 
1 
s 
tn 4s) 2 
?J!% H (tn,to) to P(S) 
-h (t,,,s) ds < 00. (27) 
Now, suppose that (15) holds. With the same argument as in Theorem 3, we conclude that (18) 
is satisfied. By (26), th ere exists a constant M such that (19) is fulfilled. Then, following the 
procedure of the proof of Theorem 3, we see that (23) holds, which contradicts (27). This 
contradiction proves that (15) fails. The remainder of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3, 
so we omit the details. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is complete. 
Similar to Theorems 3 and 4, by Theorem 2, we have the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that k(t,rc, y) E 1 for (t, 2, y) E I x R2, Conditions (Al) and (A3) with 
cx = 0 and (A4)-(A6) hold. Let functions H, h, and a satisfy Conditions (i)-(G) in Theorem 1. 
Moreover, suppose that (7) holds and 
h(t,s) f -$$~)2dsow. 
If there exists a function A E C(I, R) such that (9) holds and for every T >_ to, 
1 
t lim sup ~ 
t--tm H(hT) J[ T 
H(t, s)a(s)q(s) - ;f# (h(0) + -$$ ds 2 A(T), 
where p(s) is as in Theorem 1, A+(s) = max{A(s),O}, th en every solution of equation (1) is 
oscillatory. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that k(t,x,y) E 1 for (t,z,y) E I x R2, Conditions (Al),(A3) with (II = 
0 and (A4)-(A6) hold. Let functions H, h, and a satisfy Conditions (i)-(iii) in Theorem 1. 
Moreover, suppose that (7) and (24) hold. If there exists a function A E C(I, R) such that (9) 
holds and for every T 2 to, 
1 
t lim inf - 
t-+oo H(t,T) J[ H(t, s)a(s)q(s) - ;z (h(t, s) + 3 ds 2 A(T), T 
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where p(s) is as in Theorem 1, A+(s) = max{A(s),O}, then every solution of equation (1) is 
oscillatory. 
REMARK 1. oj(t)(j E J) in Condition (A6) of the theorems above are practical. For example, 
aj(t) may be inf,2t{min(s,Tobj(s))}, inf,~t{mini~J(s,~oi(~))}, or inf,>t{minl<i<m(s, TOOT)}, -- 
etc., j E J. 
REMARK 2. If p(t)lc(t, 2, y) E 0 for (t,~, y) E I x R2, then condition (A2) is disregarded and 
(A3) reduces to “Lr(l/r(s)) ds = co”. At the same time, the condition “0 < cl < $(z) 5 cs for 
z E R” can be relaxed to “0 < +(z) 5 c:! for zr E R” in Theorems l-6. 
REMARK 3. Our results are presented in a form which is essentially new. We also mention that’ 
we do not assume that the functions rli(t) (I = 0, 1, i = 1,2,. . . , m) in equation (1) are retarded, 
advanced, or mixed type. Hence, the above Theorems l-6 may hold for ordinary, retarded, 
advanced, or mixed-type equations. 
The above theorems are presented in the form of a high degree of generality. They improve, 
extend, and complement the relevant results in [l-13], etc. They also give rather wide possibilities 
of deriving the different explicit oscillation criteria for (1) with the appropriate choices of the 
functions H(t, s) and u(s). For instance, if we choose H(t, s) = (t-s)” or H(t, s) = [R(t) -R(s)]” 
or H(t, s) = [log(&(t)/Q(s))ln or H(t, s) = [s,” &In, etc., for t > s 2 to, where n > 1 is a 
constant, R(t) = St”, &, Q(t) = St” $$ < M, for t > to, 0 E C([to, co), (0, co)) satisfying 
Jtr & = 00, then we can derive interesting perspectives to apply our results. 
EXAMPLE. Consider equation (1) with t 2 1, assume that k(t,cc, y) z 1 for (t, z, y) E I x R2, 
Conditions (Al) and (A4)-(A6) hold. Let r(t) = t6, 0 5 p(t) 5 cs(X-6)t6-‘, a(t) = exp(J;(p(r)/ 
c2r(T))~T), where b, X E R are constants with S < X < 1 and 6 + (X - S)(cz/cr) 2 1, then 
u(t)r(t) 5 tX and 
P(S) ---= -&exp(-lI%dr) 25. 
czr(s> 
a’(s) 0 
4s) ’ 
Hence, (A2) and (A3) with Q = 0 hold. 
We also choose function q(t) such that a(t)q(t) > 61tv1, where 6r E R is a positive constant. 
In (A6), suppose that ~oj(t) > t/2 and set oj((t) = t/2, j E J. 
Now taking H(t, s) = (t - s)~, n > 1 is an integer, then H(t, s) satisfies Conditions (i) and (ii) 
in Theorem 1, h(t, s) + (p(s)/c2r(s))dmj = n(t - s) n/2-1. It follows from Theorem 41 in 
[14] that 
H(4 s)u(s)q(s) > (t” - nstn-1) &s-l, 
g ( h(t,s) + -$gq2 _< Kn2(t - sy2s, 
where K = c2/2”-’ CjeJ oj. Therefore, 
1 t 
liEY:p Iqt, 1) 1 /i H(t, s)u(s)q(s) - ;z (h(t, s) + -$$dm ds 
1ly-y (t 11,- 1 
t 
s( & tn - nstn-l s - iKn2(t - s)~-‘s > ds 
nK 
= 61 limsup(log t - n) - - = co. 
t-cm 4(n - 1) 
It follows that (6) holds and from Theorem 2 that every solution of this equation is oscillatory. 
However, the oscillation criteria in [l-13], etc., fail to apply to this equation. 
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REMARK 4. The idea presented in this paper can apply to the nth-order functional differential 
equation 
( r(t)z(“-1) (t ) ’+ p(t) p-l)(t) lP &-l)(t) 
+f (t, z [701(t)] ). . . ,z [Tom(t)] ). . . ,39-l) [7,-11(t)] , *. . ,dn-l) [Ll&1) = 0 
(for its particular cases, we refer to [15,16], etc.) and to various other forms of differential equa- 
tions. 
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